
Meerkat English – Week 8 – 20.07.20 

Doors – The world of possibility 

This week we are going to continue writing our portal stories. 

 

 Again, please photograph or scan completed work as we would 
love to see your learning journey across the week. 

If you have any questions regarding the activities set, please 
email: 

meerkats@bratton.wilts.sch.uk   

Thank you,  

Mrs Stokes and Mrs Jeffery 

mailto:meerkats@bratton.wilts.sch.uk


Activity 1  
Today we are going to use out plan and write the middle of our 

portal story. 

Task 1 - Before you start the next part, I would like you to edit the 
beginning of your story from last week.  

 

I would like you to check your work thoroughly. Use a different 
colour when doing your editing and corrections. These are the 
things I would like you to check:  
• Checking that all sentences start with a capital letter (and that 

there are no random capitals in your words). 
• All sentences end with a form of punctuation. 

• Spellings – to the best of your ability. Remember to use your 
have a go sheet / spelling strategies to help you. 

• New line for new speaker when writing speech. 
• Starting sentences in various ways. 

 

 



Task 2 – My example for the middle of the story… 
…a vast expanse of grass, mud, and otherwise empty space. There were no 
trees, no buildings, no swing sets. Just muddy grass. Cara hauled herself to her 
feet and wiped her muddy hands on her shorts (something which Mum would 
doubtless tell her off about later). She stared at the sky, seeking the strange, 
invisible door which she had fallen through, but the sky here was just an 
expanse of greyness, with no sun or blueness and there was no hint of a patch 
which was different. And even if there were, she mused, it’s not as if I could fly 
back up to it and get back through. There must be another way back. 
 
So she began to walk. There was no way of picking the best direction, since 
there was nothing to distinguish one way as being better than another, so she 
just walked in the direction she was already pointing. She didn’t let herself 
quite think the thought that there might be no way back at all. 
 
She walked, and walked, and walked. She stared mainly at the ground, since 
there was nothing else to look at, except empty horizon in all directions and 
grey, overcast sky. So she stared at the muddy grass, brown and green, and 
green and brown, and…white? White grass?! 
 

 



Continued… 
Grass isn’t white. 
Grass is green, and sometimes yellowy or brown but… 
Cara bent down and rubbed her fingers on the white grass. Some of the white 
came off onto her skin. Just like it does when you’re on a football pitch, when 
they mark the white lines on the ground. But this wasn’t a white line, this was a 
stretch of whiteness in front of her. Cara began to run, trying to find the end of 
the whiteness. Sure enough, several paces later, the grass turned green again, 
and a dead straight line marked the divide between green and white. 
 
Then the thundering began. At first, Cara looked to the sky, craning her neck 
like a giraffe trying to reach the sweet, high leaves of a tree. She was searching 
the Heavens for hints of black clouds rolling in, or flashes of lightning, other 
signals of an impending storm. But the sky remained dull and colourless, with 
no sign of thunderclouds. She waited for a drop of rain, but the warm air 
remained dry. And yet the thundering was getting louder. And worse – the 
ground was beginning to vibrate. Faintly at first, but then unmistakably 
deepening. (To be continued…) 

 

 



End of Activity 1 



Activity 2 
Today we are going to use our plan and write the end of our 

portal story. 

Task 1 - Before you start the final part, I would like you to edit the 
middle of your story from last lesson. 

 

I would like you to check your work thoroughly. Use a different 
colour when doing your editing and corrections. These are the 
things I would like you to check:  
• Checking that all sentences start with a capital letter (and that 

there are no random capitals in your words). 
• All sentences end with a form of punctuation. 

• Spellings – to the best of your ability. Remember to use your 
have a go sheet / spelling strategies to help you. 

• New line for new speaker when writing speech. 
• Starting sentences in various ways. 



Task 2 – My example for the end of the story… 

Cara began to feel scared. Far more frightened than being pulled through a 
mysterious door in the sky and falling into somewhere else. Up until now, it had 
been an adventure. Now, it was fast turning into a nightmare. 
 
She ran. She ran across the muddy grass, faster and faster, until her lungs burned 
and her muscles ached. As she did, another white expanse of grass appeared and 
then disappeared beneath her feet. And all the while the ground was rumbling, 
shaking, booming, the movement and sound growing and growing in power until 
she struggled to keep running. It was coming from behind her – dare she pause to 
look around? 
 
Cara cast a backwards glance over her left shoulder, trying to identify what was 
causing the earth to shake. To her horror, vast shapes had appeared, looming up 
against the sky like demons. The shapes looked oddly…familiar. 
 
Stopping dead, she turned around and tried to believe what her eyes were telling 
her. For, coming towards her across the never-ending grass, at full pelt, were a 
group of footballers. Giant ones. The size of skyscrapers. They were chasing the 
biggest ball she’d ever seen. And it was coming straight for her. 



Continued… 
Cara panicked, and found herself suddenly incapable of movement. Her legs were 
as immobile as stone posts, her muscles frozen in place with fear. The massive 
football kept on coming, coming, coming… 
 
It bowled straight into her. She was flattened to the ground, pressed into the mud, 
and then spinning, spinning, spinning. Plastered to the side of the football with 
mud, like a bug splayed across a car windscreen. Winded again, and feeling 
intensely sick as the mud, grass and sky flashed past, one after another after 
another. And then, just when the nightmare could not get any worse, there was a 
jolt that shook her bones to the core. She and the football went sailing up, up into 
the empty sky, soaring in an arc, and still spinning…spinning…spinning, while Cara 
left consciousness behind, until it struck against a strange, door-shaped rectangle of 
sky, that didn’t look quite the same shade as the rest – a rectangle of sky that flung 
itself wide open, revealing another world, filled with sunshine and blueness.  
 
The warmth of the sun on her face brought Cara’s eyes back open. There was the 
swing, and the magnolia tree, and the swing ball set. And there, resting against the 
house, was a muddy football, plastered with bits of grass. Just an ordinary football. 
Of ordinary size. A football that had not been there before… 

 



End of Activity 2 



Activity 3 
Task 1 - Today I would like you to edit your ending and check your 
work thoroughly. Use a different colour when doing your editing and 
corrections.  

 

These are the things I would like you to check:  

• Checking that all sentences start with a capital letter (and that 
there are no random capitals in your words). 

• All sentences end with a form of punctuation. 
• Spellings – to the best of your ability. Remember to use your have 

a go sheet / spelling strategies to help you. 

• New line for new speaker when writing speech. 
• Starting sentences in various ways. 
 

 



Task 2  

This is still part of your editing process but I would 
now like you to do the following:  

• Find 5 adjectives in your story and use a 
dictionary (or a word you already know) that is 
more engaging. For example, if you have used 
the word big, find a more exciting word to 
replace it with. 

• Add more adverbs into your writing. For 
example: quickly, patiently and quietly. 

• Use higher level connectives/conjunctions. See 
the next slide for examples… 

 



Once you have completed all of your editing and 
your story is the best that it can be, please do 

send your work to me so I can see the amazing 
story you have created. 



End of Activity 3  


